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It is my pleasant task to sum up the last year – pleasant not because it has been an easy year, but because, 
despite the difficulties, Peter and his team have coped so well. At the start of the pandemic in March of last 
year, estimates bandied around proposed that 80% of charities  would be severely and even fatally 
impacted. IESA has survived – in fact it has more than  survived. Highlights of the year include the start of 
the Full Service Schools project being added to our bouquet of services, the renewal of our funding by 
committed funders and the potential for proposals still under consideration to be accepted. Peter and 
Charlene will both able to give you the details of what they’ve been doing. but we know that both of them, 
and all the IESA staff, deserve huge applause. 

Covid has seen the needs  increase at the same time as funders have become more cash-strapped than 
they have been before. This has meant, firstly, that it requires more work to meet the demands from 
funders - applications, re-submission of applications, reports, and more reports. As with many momentous  
external events, funders often request that partners on the ground do thorough research and motivate 
changes and continued support in their particular area of focus. Covid 19 was no different. 

IESA gave many comments, updates and compiled reports as to the changes on the ground and the 
challenges now to be faced by both funders and implementing partners. Thank you once again to those 
who continued to support us after this process.The Finance Subcommittee meets monthly, under the 
chairmanship of Brian Low, and I can tell you that Peter has not let up in his efforts to find new funders and 
to meet the demands of those we have.  Secondly, the increased demand for our services has meant more 
work for the IESA staff. Charlene  also reports monthly to us, and it is a perpetual wonder to me that, 
regardless of what kind of  difficulties we are having raising funds, Charlene invariably reports that all 
programmes are on  track. To give you an example, once Covid struck and face-to-face workshops could no 
longer be  held, the staff managed to continue to hold the workshops on a digital platform. 

Some of the facilitators had to re –learn and become acquainted with modern technology to be able to 
service  the needs of our communities and beneficiaries. This was certainly a feat for all of us to be able to  
provide a complete workshop digitally. As you will see from Charlene’s presentation, their work  means the 
beneficiaries whom we serve continue to get the education that will make a difference to their lives. So well 
done to them. 

Lindsay Ross

LETTER FROM THE 
CHAIRPERSON



However, the pandemic has taken its toll on the psychological and mental well-being of the staff. Peter was 
very aware that, despite being desperately short of money, we had to find ways treasuring our precious 
staff. One of the things he did was to organise a video presentation by staff in the height of the pandemic, 
reflecting on various topics and issues. This allowed staff to present and reminisce on positive contributions 
in life and was much enjoyed by all. So, I’d like to say how proud we are of Peter and his team, and invite you 
all to give them a round  of applause.

 I’d also like to thank Brian for the solid reliable eye he keeps on our finances. He works with Peter and 
Amina to ensure that we can assure our funders with perfect confidence that their money is  being well 
managed. And then, thank you to the other members of the Board – Melwyn for his  minutes, Wacango, 
Nhlanhla and Michelle for always availing their valuable time and professional input to keep this ship afloat.

 And finally, a huge thank you to our funders who have been supporting us throughout these trying  times. 
We are committed to giving you value for your investment and association with IESA. I  don’t think that our 
organisation could be in better hands than it is, and together, you and we will  make our communities and 
country a better place and ensure that education is an enjoyable  journey leading to the fulfilment every 
child`s potential. 
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PETER BARENDSE

FROM THE 
DIRECTOR’S DESK

“Thank you for your trust and support on every level for the past year.
May we continue to service the needs of those who are in need in our

space and may no child be left behind in our quest to have equal
opportunities and inclusive education in all of South Africa”

The past year has certainly been a very “Different year”. Different on every level including personal, family, work and 
economic spheres. I dare say that it was a year not many were prepared for.  But, we have made it thus far as an 
organisations of individuals working as a team towards one goal.

We have all had our individual challenges, but as a team we have made it into a new year with optimism and 
commitment. IESA has survived. IESA has re-adjusted.  IESA has grown. Our challenges are not gone. We still face many 
funding challenges as the pandemic has complicated an already difficult funding space.

On the 15th of March, the South African president declared a national state of disaster in terms of the Disaster 
Management Act – which included a national lockdown and closure of all schools. This situation required Inclusive 
Education South Africa and all other educational stakeholders, to adapt and become innovative. In these unprecedented 
times we stepped up to ensure quality teaching and learning continues and that no child is left behind? IESA gave input 
to Government departments with respect of impact and effect of decisions, closing and opening of schools and ECD 
Centres, gave input into protocols for returning to workspace and kept funders up to date with the realities on the 
ground.

Whilst difficult, uncomfortable, and disruptive, IESA embraced technology, strengthened its communications, learnt 
new skills, built partnerships, and innovated to reach hundreds of stakeholders both in the ECD and school space.  As an 
organisation we have introduced solutions such as a WhatsApp inclusion training workshop, launched a hotline to 
ensure teachers and parents receive support, developed localised learning resources, hosted online training – relentless 
to support teachers and caregivers to continue the training in the pandemic. IESA has embraced innovation as an 
organisation and maintained its quality service standards including successfully hosting its AGM online.

Inclusive Education South Africa (IESA) remained persistent, innovative, and flexible in ensuring all its projects continued 
both offline and online. Working with teachers remotely has proven to be successful in ensuring that we stayed 
connected with teachers via Video training, Whatsapp screenshots, animations and Google forms. Funders supported 
our innovation and our communities continue to benefit from it. This is a testament to the need for Inclusive practices in 
all spheres of life.

I would like to pay tribute to all the staff who has served during this past year of challenges. Thank you for your dedication 
and commitment. Thank you to the Board who sacrifices their free time to oversee, guide and support me in directing 
this amazing organisation. Finally thank you for all our funders who generously support us to realise a vision and impact 
our beautiful country.

We have a rich history of practise in South African Educational space. Our achievements have been founded on adversity 
and antipathy in a time when inclusion was not an appreciated term. Yet we continue to strive towards inclusion in 
education on all levels. Our legacy motivates us to impact communities and leave no child behind in our quest for quality 
education for all.
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REMOTE INCLUSION IN
ECD PRACTITIONER
WORKSHOP
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PROGRAMMES 
FEEDBACK

When I signed up for the online Inclusive training, I wasn’t entirely 
sure what I was signing up for. What I did know was that it was 
beneficial for my growth as an ECD teacher. The 3 day course was 
wonderfully and professionally facilitated by Mam V. She made the 
group feel welcomed and valued all thoughts and opinions shared.

Through the course I gained valuable insight into inclusion not only 
in my classroom, but within the four walls of my home. I now look at 
all kids I come across with the aim of truly knowing who they are 
and then finding ways to make sure that they are included. I am 
grateful for the opportunity to have been a part of the training. 

Nyakallo Mathe

This workshop was great. Through it, I was able to learn more about 
children and new methods to better the future of little one's. It was a 
pleasure to hear, how other teachers handle their children.  What I 
liked most was working with people who speak a different language, 
which allowed me to learn a few words

Makhalo from Free State

The workshop was very fruitful; especially the barriers to learning 
and ABC behaviour. I really understand and I will implement that in 
my class and share the information with other practitioners. Thank 
you so much Ma'am.

Thembisa from Ubunye
Educare Dunoon

According to me inclusion means including all children in the main 
stream education regardless of their disabilities or economic status. 
We should embrace their cultural background and we should take 
into consideration that children do not develop at the same time. 
You must be patient towards them because some are fast learners 
others are slow so we must treat them equally.

Selina Mosia from Free
State Province

“WOW! Yummy! I am taking away such a lot from this training,  I 
have learned so much from this group. During the session I could 
relate to my group mates as we are experiencing similar challenges. 
It is tough out there in the ECD sector. This session has helped me 
grow in this small period of time. It is amazing how we were all able 
to share and learn together. Thank you so so, much IESA, it was 
awesome”

Zubeida Jano

Huu what an amazing 3 days, to me it was very helpful an 
educational. I think I will take all the information that I have received 
here an use it in my ECD to help others. Really it was challenging an 
even more exciting to know there is so much information. As for the 
facilitator she was very helpful and patient with us with a lot of 
knowledge. Thanx ma'am for everything 

Maitsidiso from Free
State

The training went well and I learned that dealing with children is not 
easy at all and as a teacher you should plan your work very carefully 
thanks to you maam.

Nathanael from
Bethlehem College

Thank you mama the workshop was good and well planned. It 
helped a lot to make us realize what to do around children thank 
you so much.

Lindokuhle; Maluti
TVET College
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ECD SERVICE PROVIDER JOURNEY TO
INCLUSION PROGRAMME

Funded by the Jim Joel Fund, this project is provided to ECD Service Providers and aims to assist organizations 
to infuse inclusion throughout all their programme o�erings. The participating organizations are Masicorp 
and The Unlimited Child. The project implementation model has 5 phases. 
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Playgroup Stay & PlayPeer Learning is ecouraged

Part of the Journey to 
Inclusion is our focus on 

embracing your 
difference

Part of the Journey to 
Inclusion is our focus on 

embracing your 
difference

Stay & Play 1 Stay & Play 
visit Masi Educare

Teacher guided activities 
encourage language 

development.
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This programme is aimed at strengthening schools to facilitate whole school transformation for 
inclusive education. The objectives of the programme is to:

A blended approach in implementation has ensured the participation of School Principals, Senior 
Management Teams, Teachers, School Based Support Team members, Learners and Parents. In 
this financial year, 7 project schools have participated across two provinces.
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Funders - VESTAS Empowerment Fund and educational resources for inclusive education 
provided by Aviation Co-ordination Services (ACS)

The project schools funded by the VESTAS Empowerment Fund are part of a long term 
relationship and commitment to supporting education. Our work in these schools focused on 
promoting and strengthening inclusive teaching practice, and strengthening the overall 
capacity of schools to screen, identify, assess and support the learning needs of all learners, as 
guided by Basic Education SAIS Policy (2004). 

Amidst school closures and challenges faced by teachers and learners during the COVID 19 
pandemic IESA continued to support teachers. Support sessions with undertaken through social 
media, through videos and messaging apps, to ensure that we remain connected, also to 
strengthen the arsenal of strategies that teachers can implement to support teaching and 
learning when learners return to schools.



INTRODUCTION GENERAL OVERVIEW

A valuable partnership has been established with the Aviation Co-ordination Services, who have funded 
resources to strengthen the implementation of inclusive education at 2 project schools. These resources 
have proven to yield results by improving teaching and learning in the classrooms. It allows children who 
experience barriers to learning, who might otherwise have been excluded from learning, to participate 
through the support of these resources.
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Dizzy disc 1 Dizzy disc 2

Learning to hold a pencil
Triangular jumbo
 beginner pencil

Triangular jumbo 
beginner pencil

Dizzy discs are used to develop fine motor skills, 
focused on the muscle and tendons in the hand and wrist.

They are also used to teach colour and sequencing.  

The jumbo ergonomic triangular barrel of these pencils makes them
perfect for new writes learning to hold pencils. It allows for controlled

writing. They are break-resistant.
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Learning how to use scissors plays an important role in developing the fine motor 

skills children need  in order to hold pencils, gripping and manipulating objects. It 

also develops bilateral coordination which involves using both sides of the body 

at the same time while each hand is performing a different task.

Threading and lacing equipment are a great resource to improve a learner’s 

hand-eye coordination, fine motor and sequencing skills while also 

teaching them patience and focus. These skills are important and will 

facilitate other learning.

14

Ruler Resources



This project school benefitted from the support of our project interventions and have demonstrated keen 
willingness on their journey to inclusive transformation. A strong partnership with the local education 
district office, has ensured that district support for implementation has been strengthened. 
This motivates schools in the district on their journey.

15

Funders – HCI Project School:
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This project commenced just as we were hit by the COVID 19 pandemic and subsequent lockdown. 
However, our adapted approach to supporting teachers, by introducing resources that they could use to 
support teaching and learning when learners return to classrooms, has indeed again proven to be 
successful. Pre-recorded videos, group chats, was the medium through which we engaged with educators. 
Upon the return to classrooms we were able to continue project implementation to strengthen and 
support inclusive transformation at these schools.

Funders – Umoya Project School:
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Boy playing with home made toy Enjoying himself
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Supporting parents with children with disabilities created a need for further support and 

engagement parents and their children. It birthed the Parent Information day that was hosted by 

IESA in March 2021, and gave parents together with their children an opportunity to engage with 

the IESA facilitators in a safe and welcoming environment.

Both parents and children enjoyed the day. For parents it was a valuable opportunity to discuss 

challenges they face, learning strategies and how they can be more involved in the education of 

their children. Children had fun, could play and express themselves in a physically and 

emotionally safe environment.

PARENT SUPPORT PROGRAMME DRIVE-BY 

Facilitator and parentFather 
and

 daughter

Mom and kids at 
Parent Support Drive By

Mom and sonParents with creche principal 
and IESA facilitator
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• Aviation Co-ordination Services

• Dentons

• Community Chest

• Department of Social Development WC

• First Rand Foundation

• HCI Foundation

• Umoya Energy (RF) (Pty) Ltd

• Oppenheimer Memorial Trust

• Vestas Empowerment Fund

• The Childwick Trust -Jim Joel

• Stanlib

• Nussbaum Foundation

• Western Cape Cultural Department

• Western Cape Social Covid Relief

WE ARE APPRECIATIVE OF THE 
CONTINUED SUPPORT WE RECEIVE
FROM OUR PARTNERS & FUNDERS

THANK YOU!

IESA FUNDERS
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INCOME STATEMENT
2021

Income  4 725 580
Expenses  5 704 986

2020
 6 983 632
  7 613 586
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INCOME BREAKDOWN
Operational  11,93%
Programmes  88,07%

11,93%

88,07%

INCOME BREAKDOWN

Operational

Programmes

BALANCE SHEET 2021 2020

TOTAL ASSETS 1 597 252 3 039 668

CASH ON HAND 1 508 074 2 959 217

SOLVENCY RATIO (TOTAL ASSETS/TOTAL DEBT) 1,31 1,81

DEFENSIVE INTERVAL (CASH BALANCES/TOTAL
MONTHLY EXPENSES)

3,2 2,15

FINANCIAL MATTERS

44,28%

55,72%

EXPENSES

Operational

Programmes

20,12%

71,72%

8,16%

CASH ON HAND

Operational Funding

Restricted Funding

Sustainability Reserve

CASH ON HAND
Operational Funding  20,12%
Restricted Funding  71,72%
Sustainability Reserve 8,16%

EXPENSES
Operational 44,28%
Programmes 55,72%
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BOARD MEMBERS

BRIAN LOW
TREASURER
After many years in the corporate 
sector, Brian worked as the 
Finance Manager at “Learn to 
Earn” for 10 years before his 
semi-retirement. He holds a 
B Com in Business Administration 
and Economics

WACANGO KIMANI

SECRETARY
Wacango has an M. Ed in Inclusive 
Education and is currently 
working on a Doctorate in the 
same field. She has worked as a 
teacher in an inclusive school, 
a university lecturer on inclusive 
education, and a Communications 
Manager focusing on advocacy 
for education at national and 
international levels.

MICHELE BELKNAP

MEMBER
Michele is a founder member of 
IESA and has served extensively in 
the non-profit sector, including as a 
member of the National Education 
Task Team of SAFCD. She has a BA 
Degree in English and Drama.

LINDSAY ROSS

Lindsay has extensive senior HR 
management experience in the 
corporate sector and worked as 
Director of a leadership training 
organisation. Her qualifications 
include a BA (Hons), B Proc, Ll B, 
IRDP and MDP.

PETER BARENDSE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Peter has worked in the Charity 
Sector in South Africa, United 
Kingdom and China for 20 years. 
He has been part of a project 
presented to the World Economic 
Forum (Digital Divide) and local 
South African initiatives (Rave 
Project & Siyabulela Project for the 
Department of Trade and Industry) 
He was also the Operations 
Manager for an International UK 
based Charity (Care for Children) 
that does project work in China. 

CHAIRPERSON

MELWYN NASH
MEMBER
Melwyn works as a CCMA 
Commissioner in  Cape Town. He 
holds an LLB from the University 
of the Western Cape

NHLANHLA MLITWA

MEMBER
Professor Nhlanhla Mlitwa, currently serves as Director of Research & Innovation at the  
University of Zululand. He holds a PhD - in Information Systems (UCT 2010), Mphil in Pol 
Management (Stellenbosch 2002), MA in 
International Relations
(Stellenbosch 2001), TRPM 
qualification from the Wits
Graduate School 2002, Licentiate Diploma in Bank Management from the Institute of 
Bankers in South Africa.
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